
         
    

KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
                                      

SL.No: 194/2015/ER IVA                                   Thiruvananthapuram,
Category No. 64/2013 Dated: 11.11.2015.

NOTIFICATION

The following is the Short List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who 

are found provisionally eligible to be called for interview for selection to the post of Range 

Forest Officer  on ` 20740 - 36140 in the Kerala Forest Department (Category 

Number: 64/2013) (SR for SC/ST) notified in the Gazette dated 30.03.2013 on the 

basis of the Descriptive Test held from  21.04.15 to 23.04.15  & Walking Test held on 

17.10.15. 

The  Register  numbers  are  arranged  in  their  numerical  sequence  and  the 

arrangement does not in any way indicate their respective rank on the basis of the marks 

secured in the Descriptive test. 

MAIN LIST

100001 100002 100004 100005 100006 100007 100008

100009 100010 100011 100012 100013 100015 100016

100018 100019 100020 100021 100023 100024 100025

100026 100027 100029 100030 100031 100032 100033

100034 100035 100036 100037 100038 100039 100040

100041 100043 100044 100045 100046 100048

The candidates who attended the descriptive test and qualified in walking test are 
included in this Short List. 

Note 1. Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional subject to scrutiny 
and admission of applications on absolute basis. Inclusion of Register Number in 
the Short List does not confer any right on the candidate to be called for Interview 
or for subsequent inclusion in the Ranked List.

Website: www.keralapsc.gov.in
E-mail: kpsc.psc@kerala.gov.in

Telephone : 0471-2447201
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Note 2.The Short List is prepared based on the details furnished by the candidate in the 
application and subsequent claims made will not be entertained at any stage. 

Note 3. The date, time and place of interview will be intimated in due course.

Note 4. According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer sheet is not allowed.  
   But candidates can apply for rechecking of their answer sheet within 45 

days from    the publication of the Ranked List for the post. Detailed instructions 
will be found    in the Ranked List notification for this post.                                        

      (By Order of the Commission)

    SAJU GEORGE
                                                                                        SECRETARY
                                                          KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION.

                                                                           

Office of the Kerala Public Service Commission
Pattom, Thiruvananthapuram.

Approved for Issue,

Section Officer
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